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…from meters to Data Management …see how 
we can support your Smart projects.
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Meter Management
Metering System Management

Metering Data management
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Metervision is not only a simple SW:

every day a professional team is 
next to you



Save your money, safe your work, empower your activity with the Cloud:

2. Best speed for recognize your device on field: save time and money (better 
battery lifetime);

1. Best safety for your data: redundant back-up and disaster recovery

3. Best TCO: no SW, no HW, no maintenance, no updates 

Always the best SW, HW, and back-up, at lower cost
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These are only some of supports we’re daily delivering to gas utilities 

Safety access to the system up to modern One Time Password
Alerts, Alarm, deadlines, works scheduling

A lot of space for your document management (manuals, technical doc., 
catalogue, data back-up, etc..)

Real time data acquisition with very high speed connection
Mobile Workforce Management

Georeferential position of Point of Measure

Fleet Management by satellite tracking
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a modern Advanced Metering Management system who 
support gas companies in the transition from 

traditional metering to SMART metering
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Safety access to the system up to modern  
One Time Password



Maximum safety access with OTP



Alerts, Alarms





workforce management



Mobile services
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Georeferential position of 
Measure Point





Fleet management:satellite tracking
Fleet management: Routes scheduling
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A lot of space for your  
document management  

(manuals, technical doc., catalogue, data 
back-up, etc..)





Hourly, daily, monthly statistics 
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we’re able to connect different brands of devices, 
with different protocols and different transmission 
systems (GPRS/GSM/SMS, 169 MHz, 868 MHz, 
MBus, WMBus, etc..) and make sure that all speak 
a single language: your language

The difference is a challenge for us:
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a strategic partner to take advantage of 
new opportunities of smart metering and 
making your company more efficient, more 
profitable to become more competitive


